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Abstract. In a Dining Cryptographers network, the anonymity level
raises with the number of participating users. This paper studies strategic
behavior based on game theory. Strategic user behavior can cause sud-
den changes to the number of system participants and, in consequence,
degrade anonymity. This is caused by system parameters that influence
strategic behavior. Additionally, conflicting goals of participants result in
dilemma games. Properties of message coding, e.g. collision robustness
and disrupter identification, change the game outcome by preventing
dilemmas and, therefore, enhance anonymity. Properties of anonymity
metrics are proposed that allow for strategic user behavior.

1 Introduction

Anonymity systems protect the identities of communicating subjects disclosed.
Beyond this coarse characterization, anonymity is seen as continuum – often re-
lated to a specified attacker model, e.g. an observer of network communications.
Another definition of anonymity of a subject says, that the attacker cannot ’suf-
ficiently’ identify the subject within a set of subjects, the anonymity set [1]. The
anonymity measure can be quantified as probability that the attacker correctly
identifies a subject.

Because anonymity techniques are costly, users consider cost and benefit of
anonymous communication, before they participate. In consequence, the design
of anonymity systems must consider economically acting users. The benefit of
participation in an anonymity system scales with the level of anonymity received.
This paper identifies properties of anonymity measures necessary for strategic
acting. Another open question is adjustment of design parameters for operating
an anonymity system. The designer faces the dilemma, whether to maximize
anonymity against powerful adversaries or minimize the cost of operation. The
cost of countermeasures has an effect on the number of participating subjects,
i.e. size of the anonymity set, which influences the level of anonymity.
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Game theory is a branch of applied mathematics. It attempts mathematical
modeling of strategic behavior. The objective of an iterative game is to max-
imize the average payoff per round. Nash Equilibria define game outcomes, in
which none of the player can further increase its payoff. They are computed
deterministically. Many participants in anonymity systems act strategically to
enhance anonymity. In a DC-net, coding schemes enable identification of irra-
tional adversaries (cf. Section 5). Therefore behavior of DC-net participants can
be modeled using utility functions. These games can be studied using game the-
ory. In practice, user preferences and aims of the adversary are unknown. Games
with incomplete knowledge respect unknown strategies of other players.

This study evaluates behavior in a Dining Cryptographers network using a
game theoretic model. The model considers properties of the coding schemes such
as collision robustness and disrupter identification, and the anonymity preference
of a user. The designer can apply an efficient and a collision robust design, the
user participate or leave, and the adversary can disrupt or conform. We evaluate
the Nash Equilibria and identify design parameters, where the level of anonymity
is sufficiently high, users participate because of reasonable cost, and an adversary
has low incentive to disrupt.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 outlines related work. Section 3
describes the system model attackers, and anonymity estimation. Section 4 dis-
cusses system parameters, game theory concepts and the modeling paradigm.
Section 5 evaluates adversary, designer, and user strategies in DC-nets. Then
we analyze anonymity metrics according to their underlying assumptions in Sec-
tion 6. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 7.

2 Related Work

The effectiveness of anonymity techniques is measures using anonymity met-
rics. Such measures refer to the probability that a powerful adversary becomes
able to identify subjects of an anonymous communication. The measures make
strong assumptions on available data, e.g. the a posteriori knowledge of an ad-
versary [2] and involve the number of (honest and dishonest) users. Dı́az, et. al
examine probabilistic attacks, where an attacker weakens anonymity by conclud-
ing statements like ’with probability p, subject s is the sender of the message’.
Their measure aggregates probabilistic information using information entropy
[3]. Tóth, Hornák and Vajda stress the diverse anonymity levels of system par-
ticipants. They define a metric of local anonymity, which refers to messages of a
specific user. Therefore their prediction is more fine-grained than the anonymity
computed in average for the whole system. Their paper shows the relevance of
user-specific anonymity measures [4].

Other research studies the economic dimension of anonymity systems. Ful-
filling security goals often relies on correct behavior of multiple parties, e.g.
users. Dingledine and Mathewson review the influence of participants’ habits on
the anonymity received [5]. Acquisti, Dingledine, and Syverson explore privacy
preferences in an anonymity system using game theory. E.g. volunteering as a
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mix node enhances the level of anonymity. If operating a mix is too costly, the
anonymity system can be used as proxy. Cost has an impact on the participant
behavior and, in consequence, on the size of the anonymity set. The duality be-
tween secure anonymity and communication reliability is introduced [6]. While
they consider the impact of strategic users to the anonymity system, it is left
open how design parameters facilitate sufficient anonymity to the users.

3 Modeling Dining Cryptographer Networks

The Dining Cryptographers (DC) protocol provides anonymity of the sender
[7]. In each communication round, each participant either sends a message or
contributes an empty frame. The coding scheme superimposes the message con-
tent with additional data. For this reason, the DC protocol establishes pairwise
one-time pads (OTP). Each receiver of the broadcast decodes the superimposed
message, that is assembled from all messages sent in this communication round.
At that stage, the message sender is indistinguishable among the DC-net par-
ticipants.

Attacker Models. Anonymity is threatened by several kinds of attack ren-
dered against the DC protocol. We assume that any attacker prevents being iden-
tified as adversary, e.g. conceals its activity. A global passive adversary (GPA)
is able to observe all communications. If all other participants of the anonymity
set collude (n− 1 attack), sender anonymity is broken. If an anonymous sender
is linkable in multiple observations, the intersection attack narrows down the set
of possible candidates. For this reason, the anonymity set must not be available
to system participants.

Strategic User Behavior. In our experiments, a user decides strategically
whether to join the DC-net or not. The cost of participation is additional traffic,
both for contributing cover traffic broadcasts and for subscribing to the broad-
cast. If bandwidth usage had not been subject to economical considerations, a
multitude of cover traffic sources would establish network anonymity on the In-
ternet. Any user of an anonymity system considers the following questions: How
much traffic will be received during participation in the DC-net? What level of
sender anonymity will the user gain?

An adversary can also abuse the economical considerations of a user. The dis-
rupter attack raises the cost of participation. If the message coding is not robust
to collisions and a slot carries multiple messages at a time, message decoding
fails. The disrupter attack provokes random collisions. This increases delay and
requires retransmissions, which increases bandwidth consumption. Thus, an ad-
versary can control cost of participation and cause users to leave the DC-net.
This degrades sender anonymity of the remaining participants as the anonymity
set size decreases.

Estimate Anonymity. The GPA is able to compute the anonymity set using
the transitive closure using the relation of observed traffic. Anonymity metrics
measure the knowledge of an adversary, e.g. the probability distribution within
the candidate set of subjects. Without further knowledge, a uniform probability
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distribution is given: pi = (|anonymity set|)−1. This probability estimates the
level of sender anonymity. Because of the lack of identification, distributed esti-
mation of the anonymity set cannot be protected against malicious tampering.
In general, users are not able to determine the anonymity currently received (cf.
Section 6). The DC broadcast messages allow for anonymity estimation, because
all participants contribute cover traffic. DC-nets hereby fulfill the necessary re-
quirement for strategic behavior of users.

4 Strategic DC-net Design

The anonymity of a Dining Cryptographers network results from the behavior
of three players: designer, user, and adversary. An earlier study showed that
varying cost together with individual anonymity preferences has an effect on the
participant number [6] and, in consequence, also has an impact on the anonymity
level. The players in the design game of an anonymity system have individual
goals and therefore differing utility functions.

Design Dilemma. In our model, users aim for anonymity at a reasonable
cost. According to the individual threshold, a user leaves the system if the cost
of participation exceeds its benefit of sender anonymity. The designer wants
to establish a high anonymity level for the system users. Sender anonymity is
enhanced if the system attracts many users, i.e. has low cost of participation.
Therefore, we expect that facilitating algorithms with low bandwidth usage re-
sult in a raise of participants. On the other hand, such coding schemes are
vulnerable to attacks. Our study evaluates possible strategies, since no trivial
solution exists. The objective of the adversary is to hinder anonymous commu-
nications or raise the cost of participation. An malicious participant can disrupt
communications by generating collisions.

How should the designer set system parameters? The strategic behavior of all
participants aims to enhance utility. Nash equilibria (NE) defines a set of game
outcomes, where none of the players is able to improve its utility by changing its
own strategy. Strategic behavior always results in a NE, if one exists. The util-
ity functions correspond to anonymity set size (designer), sender anonymity at
reasonable cost (user), and disrupting communications without being identified
(adversary). Unfortunately, these optimization goals conflict with each other. In
games containing such a dilemma, strategic behavior of all participants leads
to utility loss. This is similar to the prisoner’s dilemma, where lack of coop-
eration degrades utility of all participants. Earlier studies characterized utility
functions that cause dilemmas in non-cooperative games [8]. The coding scheme
used in the DC-net and anonymity preference of the user influence the utility
functions and, possibly, neutralize the dilemma. Our study computes NE of non-
cooperative games, where players know the utility functions of each other and
consider strategies for maximum utility. Access to the utility functions is com-
monly assumed in game theoretic studies of cooperative systems, e.g. [9]. The
analysis concludes parameter settings that avoid dilemma games. Then we relate
the results to sequential games, where incomplete knowledge requires players to
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act defensively. Sequential games provide better models of anonymity systems
because users and adversaries have perfect information about the design param-
eters.

Game theoretic modeling. Game theory studies the results of game strate-
gies. Each player i chooses a strategy si ∈ Σi from its strategy set, e.g. a user
can either participate in the DC protocol or leave. A game with three players
is defined as a tuple G = ((Σi)i=1..3, E, (ui)i=1..3) with the strategy set Σi, the
outcome set E = Σ1×Σ2×Σ3, and the utility function ui := E → R. Interaction
between players influences the outcome e ∈ E of a game. If NE are not unique,
as in our study, the choice of strategy has no effect to the payoff.

In an iterated game, strategic behavior considers information about recent
behavior of other players. The objective in iterated games is to maximize the
average utility. This behavior is different to one-shot games, where strategies
maximizes utility of a single round. The corresponding notion is the mixed strat-
egy x = (x1, . . . , xn) with

∑
i=1..n xi = 1 and n pure strategies. It executes each

pure strategy si with a given probability xi ≥ 0.
Anonymity Design Parameters. The strategy sets Σi of designer, user,

and adversary are listed in Table 1. A major design question is the choice of the
algorithm, i.e. how messages are encoded for broadcast. The first parameter, α,
defines collision robustness. Parameter β controls the ability to identify a dis-
rupter. The third parameter, γ, defines the user anonymity preference. Chaum’s
XOR-based coding [7] consumes little bandwidth, but is highly vulnerable to
collisions. For α = 0 our simulation uses XOR coding. Between honest partici-
pants collisions can be avoided using slot reservation. After a collision, senders
wait for a random time before they retry. Disrupter attacks can maliciously hin-
der any communication. Novel coding schemes have come up. Collisions in DC
broadcasts can be recognized using bilinear maps [10]. The DC protocol be-
comes non-interactive with this coding (α = 1, β = 0), as multiple senders can
concurrently transmit messages. An alternative coding identifies disrupters, who
repeatedly interfere with ongoing communications [11]. As an adversary hides
from identification, the design parameters α = 1, β = 1 counter disruptions from
strategic adversaries. Another parameter models the anonymity preference of a

Player Property Description

Designer Objective Provide high level of anonymity
Σ1 Efficient (s1 = 0) vs. adversary-robust (s1 = 1)
α Preference for defense rather than attractiveness to users
β Capability to identify malicious disrupters

User Objective Communicate anonymously with low cost
Σ2 Participate (s2 = 0) vs. leave (s2 = 1)
γ Demand for sender anonymity

Adversary Objective Disrupt DC communications, but remain unidentified
Σ3 Conforming (s3 = 0) vs. disrupt (s3 = 1)

Table 1. Overview of players, their strategy sets and system parameters
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Fig. 1. Comparison of designer strategies by collision robustness with γ = 1

specific user, i.e. what effort is considered reasonable to sender anonymity (large
effort γ = 1, no effort γ = 0).

5 Evaluation

For the study of anonymity design parameters, utility functions are derived from
the prisoner’s dilemma (T = 5, R = 3, P = 1, S = 0) and involve the design pa-
rameters described in Table 1. Strategic players in non-cooperative games maxi-
mize their own utility, considering the behavior of other players. Our analysis is
based on Nash Equilibria (NE) of the corresponding game, which define mixed
strategies with maximum utility for each player. In sequential games, a defensive
strategy minimizes utility loss (max-min algorithm). The system should be pa-
rameterized using α, β so that many users contribute to sender anonymity and
strategically behaving adversaries do not disrupt anonymous communications.

Design Parameters. The first design choice is between cost-efficient ano-
nymity or robustness against collisions. The study evaluates maximum utility
strategies under a disrupter attack s3 = 1. The designer’s strategy s1 resulting
from the Nash Equilibria in non-cooperative games with (β > 0) and without
(β = 0) disrupter identification and the sequential game strategy are shown in
Figure 1.

The major trend is that sender anonymity benefits from attack countermea-
sures, unless there is a strong preference for low-bandwidth utilization. This
preference together with disrupter identification is best answered by a 1 : 2 mix-
ture of efficient coded rounds and collision-robust rounds. A mixed strategy NE
is a typical result in dilemma games. When comparing a non-cooperative and a
sequential game, the designer’s strategy deviates for 0.2 ≤ α < 0.5. This origi-
nates in the lack of feedback from user and adversary. In the sequential game, the
designer benefits from low preference 0 < α < 0.15, which results in good ano-
nymity, as many users join. In a non-cooperative game, the designer considers
strategies of the other players. An adversary can impact communication effi-
ciency by disrupting and wasting bandwidth. Therefore, in the non-cooperative
game, an attacker-robust coding scheme is more beneficial.
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(a) α = γ = 0.5 (b) α = 1, γ = 0

Fig. 2. Impact of a disrupter-identifying algorithm β.

The capability of disrupter identification indeed influences the adversary’s
strategy. The best adversary’s strategy corresponding to disrupter identifica-
tion β is shown in Figure 2(a). Here, the designer balances robustness and ef-
ficiency α = 0.5. If the adversary does not fear identification β < 0.42, it will
disrupt communications. The strategy of the sequential game differs from the
non-cooperative game NE for 0.42 < β < 0.6. The adversary will omit dis-
ruption when it considers the designer’s strategy, due to the enabled disrupter
identification.

Does a collision-robust coding scheme make disrupter identification obsolete?
Figure 2(b) shows the NE with varied disrupter identification. The adversary’s
strategy in a non-cooperative game adapts to a broad set of mixed strategies,
50% attacks for both β = 0.5 and β = 1.0 and no attacks for β = 0.825. This
results from negotiation with the low-anonymity demand user strategies γ = 0.
The underlying dilemma becomes also visible in the sequential game. The ad-
versary achieves best utility by alternating disrupting and conforming behavior
for β > 0.3. These results indicate that disrupter identification is necessary, as
it influences the adversary to throttle its attack rate. The adversary exploits the
countermeasure, which requires multiple collisions for correct disrupter identifi-
cation.

Summarizing, control of the parameters α, β limits malicious disruptions.
The overall design recommendations for equivalent utility functions are α > 0.5
and 0.825 < β < 0.9. Using this parameter set the designer can cut down the
additional workload for the robust coding scheme. The mixed strategy of the
adversary indicates the probability to randomly interfere with communications.
The disrupter’s defense against being identified is to attack from multiple DC-net
participants. In this case, a low setting of β may fail to maintain communications.

Our results show how to resolve the game-theoretic dilemma. If the ano-
nymity system is designed accordingly, strategic behavior increases utility (at
least for designer and user). This facilitates that strategic behavior enhances a
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(a) User Strategy (b) Adversary Strategy

Fig. 3. Impact of user anonymity demand γ and disrupter identification 1−β (α ≥ 0.5)

Category Trust Prediction Example

Assured Anonymity N N mix queue state with cover traffic
Policy-enforced Anonymity Y N number-triggered pool mix
Reported Anonymity N Y state externally aggregated
Perceived Anonymity Y Y broadcast networks

Table 2. Categories of anonymity measures

player’s payoff. Then, strategic behaving participants have positive impact on
the anonymity.

User Strategies for Anonymity. How do users behave if the design param-
eter mismatches their anonymity preference? This is the case for low-anonymity
users with cost intensive disrupter identification β = 0, γ = 1 and users with high
anonymity preference without disrupter identification β = 1, γ = 0. For the next
experiment we choose β := 1 − γ and examine resulting NE in Figure 3. User
and adversary form a dilemma in the non-cooperative game for γ = 0, β = 1,
where the user leaves the system and the adversary disrupts. The user partici-
pates for γ > 0.45, β < 0.55, but the adversary disrupts with high probability. In
the sequential game, the user participates if a robust coding is used. Figure 3(a)
displays the adversaries strategy in non-cooperative and sequential games. The
adversary clearly benefits from negotiation of strategies, while pre-established
strategies hinder attacks for γ = 1 − β < 0.85. This is an encouraging result,
as the designer is able to mitigate attacks by choosing system parameters ac-
cordingly. Furthermore, the sequential game indicates that users benefit from
participation, unless they do not value sender anonymity at all – γ > 0.

6 Requirements for Strategic User Behavior

A strategic user decision considers cost and benefit of participating in the ano-
nymity system. While the cost is determined through design parameters, the
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anonymity level results from participation of other users. We propose four cate-
gories of anonymity measures shown in Table 2.

Perceived anonymity provides a prediction based on own experience in the
past, i.e. the user has acquired knowledge directly. Externally provided informa-
tion is not involved. DC-net participants receive all broadcasts and can compute
the anonymity set of that round. Sender anonymity only fails if an adversary
pools enough keys to reveal a DC message. Because a sender shares OTP keys
with all other participants, changes to the anonymity set are actively distributed;
otherwise the broadcasts cannot be decoded.

A superior choice is a policy-enforced anonymity mechanism, where the sug-
gested level of anonymity is reached or messages will not be delivered. This
requires trust into a third party, who has to enforce the policy. E.g. amount-
triggered pool mixes queue incoming messages until a certain message count is
reached. This weakens the adversary’s knowledge if the mix is under observation.

Reported anonymity assumes trust into the reported anonymity set, which
refers to a past system state. The anonymity prediction only holds if the sys-
tem does not change many before the resulting strategy is executed. Reported
anonymity is applied in large anonymity systems, where the anonymity set is ex-
pected to change only marginally over time. An example is the AN.ON system,
which reports the number of participating users [12].

From an analytical viewpoint, only a non-predictive level of anonymity, whose
evaluation does not rely on trusted third parties enables strategic reasoning.
Assured anonymity determines the anonymity level of a message to be sent in
the future. The evaluation must be independent from external influences. If cover
traffic is contributed from multiple, non-colluding participants, a pool mix is able
to determine assured anonymity. In peer-to-peer anonymity systems, each node
acts as mixer [13]. The number of queue messages defines the lower bound of the
anonymity set.

Concluding, the actual user behavior depends on design parameters, but also
the user’s ability to determine the anonymity level that the system provides. If
an anonymity system participant cannot determine the anonymity level, it may
prefer to leave the system. The ability to determine the anonymity level of future
messages is suggested as future work.

7 Conclusions

If a user considers sender anonymity as a large advantage, he will accept the cost
of participation. Dining Cryptographer networks rely on the willingness of many
users in order to establish a good level of sender anonymity. Our work consid-
ers design parameters and analyzes the impact of participant strategies on the
anonymity level. Parameters in the design of DC-nets contain dilemmas, where
strategic behavior does not enhance anonymity. Our approach tunes system pa-
rameters to resolve strategic dilemmas and enhance anonymity. We classify mea-
sures that predict and guarantee a certain anonymity level and explicitly model
trust relationships. Strategic behavior of participants must take these criteria
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into account in order to determine utility. In non-cooperative games, strategic
players predict the behavior of other participants to evaluate their maximum
benefit. In sequential games, the knowledge about adversaries is incomplete and
their strategy cannot be predicted. Our simulation compares strategies of non-
cooperative games with strategies in sequential games. We identify system pa-
rameters, which allow for dilemma-free games in DC-nets and, therefore, allow
that strategic behavior enhances anonymity.
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